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‘When Children are Not Read 
to at Home: The Million 
Word Gap’, Logan et al. 

(2019)



A. 1 in 28
B. 1 in 18
C. 1 in 11
D. 1 in 8

Quiz question: How many disadvantaged children 
in the UK do not own a single book at home?

‘Book Ownership and Reading Outcomes’, 
National Literacy Trust (2018)



A. 25%
B. 17.5%
C. 10%
D. 5%

Quiz question: What percentage of 15-year old 
pupils have a reading age of 12 or under?

‘Read all about it’ report – GL Assessment (2020)





“What concerns me as a scientist is 
whether expert readers like us, after 
multiple hours (and years) of daily
screen reading, are subtly changing 
the allocation of attention to key 
processes when reading longer, more 
complex texts.”

Professor Maryanne Wolf



‘Don’t throw away your printed books: A meta-analysis on the effects of 
reading media on reading comprehension.’ Delgado et al. (2018)





“On average, 19% of students’ pathways from their 1st to 8th 
grade test-score occur during summers. We show that—even 
if all inequality in school-year learning rates could be 
eliminated, students would still end school with very different 
achievement due to SLL alone.”

Atteberry & McEachin (2019) School's Out: The Role of Summers in 
Understanding Achievement Disparities’

Summer learning loss… but worse?





Brexit-Boris will die legendäre BBC zerschlagen

Der britische Premierminister Boris Johnson (55) sorgt wieder für Schlagzeilen. Nach 
einem Bericht der englischen Tageszeitung ‘Sunday Times’ plant Brexit-Boris die 
Zerschlagung der größten öffentlichen Rundfunkanstalt der Welt: der legendären BBC 
(British Broadcasting Corporation)!

Demnach erklärte ein Offizieller der Tageszeitung, dass der Briten-Premier, “sehr 
lautstark” eine Reform fordert.

Sein Plan: Die Pflichtgebühren für ein Fernsehgerät in Großbritannien (pro Haushalt 
rund 185 Euro im Jahr) abschaffen und durch ein “Netflix-Abo-System” zu ersetzen.



Brexit-Boris wants to smash the legendary BBC
The British Prime Minister Boris Johnson (55) makes headlines again. According 
to a report by the English daily "Sunday Times" Brexit-Boris plans to dismantle 
the world's largest public broadcaster: the legendary BBC (British Broadcasting 
Corporation)!

According to an official of the daily newspaper, the British prime minister is 
"very vocal" on calls for reform.

His plan: abolish the mandatory fees for television in the UK (around €185 per 
household per year) and replace it with a "Netflix subscription system".







ü Gist

ü Analysis

ü Synthesis

ü Elaboration



Reading strategically and ‘poor comprehenders’

“They do not see reading as an active, constructive process: 
It is only when their incorrect answer and therefore 
inadequate understanding is brought to their attention and 
they are required to search for some information, that these 
children make such links.”

‘Comprehension Skills and Inference-Making Ability: Issues of Causality’, 
by K. Cain and J. V. Oakhill



Knowledge strategy Skilled
reading







Key Stage Two and ‘Pre-complex texts’



Key Stage Three and ‘Pre-complex texts’



Key Stage Three and ‘Pre-complex texts’



Key Stage Two/Three and ‘Pre-complex texts’







Popularism

Powerful knowledge and reading

Reign

Power

Monarchy

Etymology – Latin, kingdom
Kingdom/kingship

Hierarchy

Seizure of power

Anti-monarchical 
violence

French Revolution



“To grasp the words on a page we have to know 
a lot of information that isn’t set down on a 
page.”

‘Cultural literacy: What every American needs to know’,
Professor E. D. Hirsch

Reading requires knowledge of the world…



Knowledge strategy Skilled
reading



Reading culture



Simple solutions to complex challenges?

“Book-gifting is unlikely to be effective on its own. But providing 
more structured support, ideas, and activities with carefully 
chosen books can be effective. Such approaches do not necessarily 
require regular or intensive attendance at courses or workshops if 
they provide comprehensive instructional materials and 
resources.”

‘Working with Parents’ guidance Report,
EEF (2019)



Priorities?



Priorities?
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